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verse. Whether the song be conceived as a secret contract between the poet and his Lady, or as a pact, pledge, or form of repayment, the poem (like gold) frequently functions both as a measure of value (its aesthetic fineness testifying to the quality of the poet's love) and as a medium of exchange. As Vance observes, however, there is a fundamental tension within the economics of the courtly love lyric, for just as the aristocratic vocabulary of liberality or magnanimity (that is, poetry or love as pure gift) often shades into metaphors of commercial transaction (in which profit, not gratuity, is the primary motive), so the poet risks becoming more intent on making money (as it were "capitalistically" generating ever greater increments of textual gold) than on engaging in any real erotic reciprocity or interchange. The poet's desire, in short, tends to be displaced from the Lady onto the very code (or gold) in which she is extolled, thus creating (to quote Vance) "a fetishism of verbal signs whose economy depend[s] upon the poet's ability to sustain the body of the poem as a serious rival for the feminine object of desire whose absence the poem celebrates."4 "Amas ut facias pulchram"-to cite Pound's favorite tag from Goddeschalk. Or as Canto 104 will phrase it: "The production Is the beloved (104:742). In other words, the object of the poet's desire is less the Lady than that which he can make of her, be it song, image, idea, or (in the etymological sense offacere) fetish. According to Freud's classic formulation, a fetish is something made out of nothing, a phallus (or its simulacrum) so constructed as to deny or repress the castrating realization that what the Lady bespeaks is not a treasure but rather a lacuna, an absence, an impoverished otherness. An entry in the 1908 San Trovaso notebook provides an early Poundian version of this psychoanalytic model of artistic production as arising from a fundamental lack: "All art begins in the physical discontent (or torture) of loneliness and partiality. It is to fill this lack that man first spun shapes out of the void. And with the intensity of this longing gradually came unto him power, power over the essences of the dawn, over the filaments of light and the warp of melody" (CEP, p. 322). 5 Given Pound's later vituperations against the "putrid" gold fetishism of international usury, it is worth noting that in his early verse the privileged emblem of "lack" (and of the factive poetic power that compensates for it) is none other than gold-floating signifier of both poetry and desire, universal equivalent or substitute that allows poet and Lady, subject and object, mind and body to be homogenized and alchemically idealized into one and the same: Skillful though it may be, the gilded fin-de-si&cle glamour of this kind of poetry runs the twin risks of rhetorical inflation and narcissistic sterility, for rather than providing a medium of exchange, rather than articulating reciprocity (or allowing for difference), its language repetitively celebrates its own parthenogenesis-word begetting word, gold begetting ever more gold, precisely the sort of self-reflexive, fetishistic creation ex nihilo that Pound would later denounce as usury. Pound's poetry forever skirts the dangers of this sort of post-Symbolist solipsism. His abandonment of his early troubadour manner in late 1912 for the modernist poetics of Imagism entailed more than the mere rejection of the aureate archaisms of his first collections of verse. It represented a fundamental attempt to get his poetry off the gold standard, to defetishize the signifier, as it were, to establish a poetics whose economy would be based on the direct exchange between subject and object, language and reality, word and world. The poetry he was now after, as he noted in connection with his famous haiku "In a Station of the Metro," would try "to record the precise instant when a thing outward and objective transforms itself, or darts into a thing inward and subjective."' The operative word in this definition is "transforms," for the concept of transformation, whether it involve metaphor, metamorphosis, translation, or that "transference of force from agent to object" of which Ernest Fenollosa speaks in his Essay on the Chinese Character, is as essential to Pound's early poetic theory as it is to his later economics.7
In Pound's earliest verse, this process of transformation is most frequently correlated with the procedures of alchemy (or minting), and it is alchemy ( ticism: "Emotion seizing upon some external scene or action carries it intact to the mind; and that vortex purges it of all save the essential or dominant or dramatic qualities, and it emerges like the external original."8 Like much of Pound's aesthetic theory, this definition problematically conflates mimesis (the artwork "emerges like" its "external original") with a metaphor of the mind as a vortex or alchemical retort in which the dross of the outer world is transmuted (or sublimated) into its essential (Platonic) idea or form. Pound's later economic theories of the thirties and forties will similarly waver between mimesis and poiesis, given the fact that he must somehow confront money's dual and contradictory role as a sign and as an agent of transformation.9
Ostensibly a propaedeutics for verse technique, Pound's Imagist doctrine of 1912 is already implicitly an economics. Its second precept-"to use absolutely no word that does not contribute to the presentation"-resembles the dispositio (or "arrangement") of traditional rhetoric, a term itself related to the Aristotelian oikonomia.10 Pound often describes the economy of the Imagist lyric-its brevity, its intensity-as a "maximum efficiency of expression," the criterion of efficiency being the extent to which each part works toward or is subordinated to the effect of the whole (LE, p. 56). The rigorously synecdochic economy of such writing in turn imposes its own economy on reading, since the interpretative work of the reader is directed (or limited) to (re)producing or (re)constituting the whole implied by the parts-a whole, it might be added, which Pound tends to locate both outside of and prior to the actual language of the poem, given that "the image is the word beyond formulated language" (G-B, p. 88).11 In the economy of Imagism, the fewer the words in a poem, the harder each one will obviously have to work, or, to use one of Pound's favorite metaphors, the more each word will be "charged with meaning." Poetry, then, economizes language inasmuch as it "conserves energy for thought perception" (SP, p. 359) or "condenses" or "concentrates" verbal expression--"Dichten = Condensare."12 Or as Fenollosa's essay phrases it, "Poetic thought works by suggestion, crowding maximum meaning into the single phrase pregnant, charged, and lumi- nous from within. In Chinese character each word accumulated this sort of energy in itself" (CWC, p. 28).
As these definitions might suggest, Pound's Imagist economy often mixes metaphors of capitalization with metaphors of expenditure. Words, he writes in an early essay, are like cones filled with energy, laden with the accumulated (or capitalized?) "power of tradition." When correctly juxtaposed, these words "radiate" or "discharge" or spend this energy (SP, p. 34), just as the Image (in one of Pound's most famous formulations) releases "an intellectual and emotional complex in an instant of time" (LE, p. 4). The precise relation of cumulation to expenditure in Pound's Imagism is never really elaborated. For clarification one would probably have to look toward his theories of sexuality, which hint at a proportion between spermatic retention and intensity of ejaculation. "The liquid solution [of sperm and/or thought]," he writes in his 1921 "Postscript" to Gourmont's Natural Philosophy of Love, "must be kept at right consistency; one would say the due proportion of liquid to viscous particles, a good circulation; the actual quality of the sieve or separator, counting perhaps most of all; the balance of ejector and retentive media" (PD, p. 214).13 Similar physiological metaphors will shape Pound's later economic writings of the thirties and forties. Money will function as a kind of "sieve" or "separator" (depending on how porous its mediation is), and usury will be described as a malevolent form of retention, an "obstruction" to the proper circulation of money and goods. Economic justice will therefore involve the institution of a correct "balance" or "measure" between accumulation and expenditure, between "ejector" and "retentive media." From Pound's later Confucian perspective, excess in either directionwhether it take the form of "smeary hoarding" or extravagant squandering-always leads to evil and disorder."4 Excess is of course what Pound's Imagist economy most militantly seeks to eliminate from contemporary poetry. Pound writes in 1912, "As to Twentieth-century poetry ... it will be harder and saner ... 'nearer the bone'. It will be as much like granite as it can be ... It will not try to seem forcible by rhetorical din, and luxurious riot. We will have fewer painted adjectives impeding the shock and stroke of it.... I want it austere, direct, free from emotional slither" (LE, p. 12). The vocabulary of this passage combines a discernibly American, puritanical suspicion of ornament with a functionalist asceticism that we have come to recognize 13. See also Kevin Oderman's comments on the importance of delay and deferral to Pound's troubadour "eroticism of dalliance" in "'Cavalcanti': That the Body Is Not Evil," Paideuma 11 (Fall 1982): 257-79. If, according to Pound, the "classic aesthetic" involves "plastic to coitus, plastic plus immediate satisfaction," Cavalcanti's cult of Amor instead privileges mental (or spermatic) retention, "the fine thing held in the mind," that is, erotic or mnemonic capitalization. See LE, pp. 150-53.
14. Rabat6, Language, Sexuality, and Ideology, pp. 217-23, similarly links Pound's "Postscript" to Gourmont to his later economics.
as a characteristic feature of the international style of high modernism.15 From a postmodernist vantage point, however, we might well question just why the category of excess or surplus represented by "rhetorical din," "luxurious riot," or "emotional slither" should be so inevitably construed as negative or uneconomic. Georges Bataille, for one, provides a provocative refutation of this ideology in La Part maudite. The economics he there seeks to define (which is at the same time a linguistics, an erotics, and an anthropology) would instead be based on the valorization of excess, or of what he terms "la depense improductive," nonproductive expenditure. Bataille's "economy of excess" turns on "la perte du propre," that is, the loss of the literal (or "proper") to the figurative, the loss of purity (or propriety) to scatological defilement, and the loss of personal identity (one's "proper" self) to a sacred expropriation by the Other. 16 If I bring in Bataille here, it is largely because his theory of "heterology" defines precisely those dimensions of desire and language that Pound's poetics and economics so strenuously attempt to exclude-and which, by a kind of uncanny return of the repressed, nonetheless haunt his work obsessively. The phallic metaphors that dominate Pound's Imagist and Vorticist polemics clearly designate the Other or the excess that needs to be vigorously eliminated from contemporary art as somehow feminine or excremental-soft, slushy, slithery, ambiguous, indefinite, internal. Pound's later economic writings will ascribe the same attributes to usury (or its metonyms, gold and the Jews), and just as the Imagist or Vorticist poet-sculptor is advised to "take a chisel and cut away all the stone you don't want,"" so the "surgeon's knife of Fascism" will be chillingly invoked in the forties as the most efficient means of excising the cancerous excesses of usury from the body politic (SP, p. 300). This distrust of excess or surplus is in turn closely linked to the very first precept of Imagism--"direct treatment of the 'thing,' whether subjective or objective." If Pound condemns syntactical inversions, deviations from "natural" speech, abstraction, "rhetorical din," and overly figurative language, it is because all these constitute forms of indirection or typify Jacques Derrida observes [in "White Mythology"] that usury, or usure, carries contrasting and simultaneous meanings. Usury is a using up, the erosion or effacement of the inscription on the face of the coin, the loss of the coin's value. Usury also means the supplementary product of a capital, the redemption of loss, surplus value of all sorts. The term usury thus denotes the unity and simultaneity of loss and profit. There is also a "systematic tie" between usury and the operations of language, a tie which manifests itself "whenever the theme of metaphor is privileged."18 Against this slippery, deconstructive "logic of the supplement," Pound's Imagism attempts to institute a poetics free from mediation, free from metaphor, free from temporality and, ideally, free from language altogether-a poetics of silence finally achieved, at great cost, only at the Canto 30 closes with a dissonant chord: the vision of the fetishized corpse of queen Ignez, the ambivalent apparition of "Madam "YAH" (Lucrezia Borgia), and the establishment of Soncino's printing pressan ideogram that rhymes dead (or murderous) female matter with the material mechanization of the letter. If gold moves from the heliotropic to the hylotropic over the course of these first thirty Cantos, so Pound's language (especially as it folds in on itself in the Malatesta Cantos to discover how history is structured by textuality) seems to lose confidence in its own transparency and begins to realize that it might be implicated in the very system it seeks to disavow-the mediated exchanges of a monetary economy. The problem of mediation, at any rate, emerges as perhaps the central concern of Pound's various tracts on economics of the thirties and forties. He writes, for example, in a 1934 manifesto of Volitionist Economics: "It is an outrage that the owner of one commodity can not exchange it with someone possessing another, without being impeded or taxed by a third party holding a monopoly over some third substance or controlling some convention, regardless of what it be called."22 This third substance or convention that enters into exchange is usually called "money" by Pound. As Marx's formula has it, "the exchange of commodities is accompanied by the following changes in their form: Commodity-Money-Commodity." Marc Shell provides a useful gloss: "in a money economy, one thing is not exchanged directly for another, but is first exchanged for money which seems to represent or be all things."23 Money, then, has two basic aspects and functions somewhat like metaphor: it is something that comes between commodities (or that acts as the "middle term" between buyer and seller), and at the same time it is something that transforms (or translates) commodities, given its privileged status as the common denominator, or universal representation, of all things. It is in this latter capacity as a general equivalent or substitute that money most resembles those "abstractions" that Pound's Imagist doctrine teaches us to "go in fear of."
Pound's ideal form of economic exchange is direct barter. "It is unjust that a man who has a cow and another who has a plough cannot exchange without leave of a third who has metal."24 Metal in this case is either the coined currency that functions as a medium of exchange or (and this ambiguity is frequent in Pound) the metal for which money in turn stands, the gold which usurers and bankers monopolize in order to manipulate the supply (and hence the price) of money in circulation and thus to control to their own advantage the medium of exchange. Much of Pound's monetary theory can be understood as an attempt to eliminate or severely regulate this third substance (money or gold) or third party to insure that the code or scrip-ture of money will not take precedence over those messages (or goods) it is meant to convey. Stamp scrip, as Lewis Hyde nicely puts it, is a "vegetable currency," no more durable than the potatoes or tomatoes for which it stands and in whose natural cycle of growth and decay it organically participates.28 To the extent that it imitates the perishability of organic produce, stamp scrip fulfills Pound's longing for a truly "natural" or "motivated" system of signs. Fenollosa's essay provided Pound with an early and influential version of this Cratylistic dream: "Chinese notation is something much more than arbitrary symbols. It is based upon a vivid shorthand picture of the operations of nature. In the algebraic figure and in the spoken word there is no natural connection between thing and sign: all depends on sheer convention. But the Chinese method follows natural suggestion" (CWC, p. 8). Or as one of Pound's central Imagist tenets has it, "the natural object is always the adequate symbol" (LE, p. 5). Stamp scrip is in a sense Pound's attempt to convert money into a natural sign or object, or rather, to think of it as an inscription that (like Chinese ideogram) shares the properties of natural objects (perishability, velocity, cyclicity, and so on) and therefore functions as a symbol truly adequate to (or, etymologically, "equal to") what it represents.
Some of Pound's economic writings suggest that one way of achieving a greater adequation between monetary symbols and those things they represent would be to institute different forms of currency for different classes of goods, thereby pluralizing the system of economic representation while undermining the monotheistic authority of the gold standard. "The nations," he writes, "have forgotten the differences between animal, vegetable, and mineral; or rather, finance has chosen to represent all three of the natural categories by a single means of exchange [gold], and failed to take account of the consequences" (SP, p. 346). Elsewhere Pound divides all goods into three basic classes. Significantly enough, this is the identical taxonomy he recurs to when explaining the three major thematic levels of The Cantos: Beyond hinting that the "various degrees of durability ... could conceivably (but very cumbrously) be each represented by money that should melt at parallel rate" (SP, p. 277), Pound never formulates in any detail the precise correlations between different classes of money and different classes of goods. His habit of thinking of money as somehow analogous to that for which it stands, however, underlies his particular animus against the privileged and "unnatural" durability of the usurer's goldthis "false representation," as he calls it, this essentially sterile substance that is nonetheless perversely capable of reproducing itself out of nothing, in defiance of all natural law.
As the foregoing might suggest, Pound's economic writings of the thirties and forties combine a prophetic denunciation of the golden idols of the marketplace with a rather eighteenth-century (and typically physiocratic) concern for the analytical classification and representation of natural wealth and order. As Michel Foucault describes the epistemi of the Enlightenment, "the essential problem of Classical thought lay in the relations between name and order: how to discover a nomenclature that would be a taxonomy, or again, how to establish a system of signs that would be transparent to the continuity of being."'9 Foucault further observes that because in this epistemi "order in nature and order in the domain of wealth have the same mode of being as the order of representation as manifested by words," both money and language are therefore conceived as equivalent semiological systems revealing the larger continuum of representation within nature.30 Pound's economic writings, which return again and again to the problem of the "monetary representation" or "money picture" of extant goods in the context of what he terms economic "orthography" or Confucian "rectification of names," are shaped by similar Enlightenment assumptions concerning the twin semiologies of language and money (SP, p. 277).
Representation and reference are of course among the major issues Pound's early poetic theory addresses-and as a number of critics have pointed out, Pound usually defines the image, the vortex, or the ideogram either as icons (in the Peircean sense of signs "that stand for something because they resemble it") or as indices (that is, signs that possess "a real connection with the object"). Peirce's third class of signs, namely symbols-which depend neither on resemblance nor on contiguity, but on "mental association or habit," that is, on social convention-is noticeably missing from Pound's early theory (as is Pound's later category of logo- To determine what a five-franc piece is worth one must therefore know: (1) that it can be exchanged for a fixed quantity of a different thing, e.g. bread; and (2) that it can be compared with a similar value of the same system, e.g. a one-franc piece, or with coins of another system (a dollar, etc.). In the same way a word can be exchanged for something dissimilar, an idea; besides, it can be compared with something of the same nature, another word. Its value is therefore not fixed so long as one simply states that it can be "exchanged" for a given concept, i.e. that it has this or that signification: one must also compare it with similar values, with other words that stand in opposition to it. Its content is really fixed only by the concurrence of everything that exists outside it. Being part of a system, it is endowed not only with a signification but also and especially with a value, and this is something quite different. (or the state) . In Pound's Volitionist Economics, the "will to order" or the "will toward 'justice' "-that is, the intention behind economics-similarly serves as the ultimate (and tautological) measure of the validity of any economic science (SP, p. 240).
Pound's economic writings, Eva Hesse observes, often employ the term "credit" as a synonym of faith, forjust as the Fascist order is founded on an unswerving belief in Mussolini, so credit is created by a faith in the will of the state or a confidence in the collective economic capacities of the nation, which are in turn grounded in the unlimited bounty of nature.43 Pound's fideistic politics therefore leads him logically to a fiduciary concept of paper money, since the value of currency has nothing to do with its instrinsic value as a commodity or "thing" but rather with its quality as a sign of our trust in that ideal or transcendental agency (Mussolini, the state) which issues money and fixes its value or signification by fiat; as Pound observes in 1937, "the lira was based on the word of the Duce. For me a much more secure basis than other people's gold."44 The poetics of The Cantos are volitionist or fiduciary in very much the same sense and implicitly require of their reader a similar act of faith in the poet's authorial intention or will as the ultimate guarantors of the poem's value or coherence. Responding to a correspondent's query about the meaning and form of The Cantos, Pound writes in 1939 that eventually, when completed, all the apparent obscurities in the poem as well as all its foreign phrases would be clarified, and: "As to theform of The Cantos: All I can say or pray is: wait till it's there. I mean wait till I get 'em written and then if it don't show, I will start exegesis" (L, p. 323).45 In other words, although the poem might seem to lack form or finish now, there are nevertheless funds backing it or somewhere held in reserve that will eventually cover all the debts and tie up all the loose ends that it has accumulated over the course of its development. If credit, as Pound defines it, is "the future tense of money" (SP, p. 308), so The Cantos are also written on credit, on the belief that in some forever deferred or future tense they will all cohere, that all the surface gaps and discontinuties will eventually disclose a deeper unity and harmony that will arise from the sheer force of their author's will to order or will to beauty (to kalon). In the meantime, we are simply asked to credit the sovereign poet's Pound observes in his "Cavalcanti" essay: "Unless a term is left meaning one particular thing, and unless all attempt to unify different things, however small the difference, is clearly abandoned, all metaphysical thought degenerates into a soup. A soft terminology is merely an endless series of indefinite middles" (LE, p. 185). As Rabate has shown, Pound's economic writings dramatize his obsessive efforts to fight clear of this "soup," to institute a series of clear terminological distinctions that would break down "unnecessary idea-clots" and recover that radiant world of Cavalcanti "where one thought cuts through another with a clean edge," where, for example, the nefarious practice of usury would be fractionally distinguished from the entirely admissible collection of "interest," or where the mechanical application of fixed taxes would be dissociated from seasonally varying parteggio.5s Ching ming slicing through the obfuscations of economic terminology, the discerning intellect of the poet chiseling away at a bloated system of representation-all these figures pitch (phallic) hardness or discrimination against the soft (anal) fluctuations of gold or the (female/Jewish) indeterminacy of Usury. Yet as Rabat6's supple Lacanian reading demonstrates, Pound's phallocentric discourse contains within it the very metaphors that deconstruct its authority, since the "cutting" quality of phallic demarcation clearly also implicates the phallus as a signifier of lack, of castration. By a kind of "heterological" reversal, then, gold ceases to be an excremental excess that needs to be molded or delimited by an inscription of difference, but instead becomes an inert, metallic "clog" whose phallic sovereignty must be somehow castrated to insure the proper flow of goods and words, to restore circulation to the ailing body politic, to recover the luminous liquidity of the gods, and thereby reestablish an ecstatic unity with the organic flux of Mother Nature.
Against a number of recent readings that have too hastily sought to reduce Pound's work to a closed, phallo-or logocentric Fascist discourse,54 it is worth emphasizing the profound reversibility (or, to use Bataille's term, "scissiparity") of many of the oppositions within which his thinking seems to move, a dynamic ambivalence that seems above The Cantos deal so predominantly with agrarian societies because these preindustrial economies allow Pound to subsume labor and production under natural process-"work does not create wealth, it contributes to the formation of it. Nature's productivity is the root" (GK, p. 357). If Pound dismisses production as an economic problem in order to concentrate on distribution and circulation, so his theory of language tends to ignore the production of meaning in favor of a strictly instrumental attitude toward discourse: words, like money, merely serve to carry or convey or "get across" antecedent facts or meanings or values: "Money and language exist by being current. The acceptance of coin as of value; of words as having meaning, are the essence of currency and speech."" 59The "true economy" of a poem, Pound writes in one of his earliest essays, lies in setting words to a tune that precedes them (SP, p. 37). Or as another early piece puts it, "the poetic fact pre-exists" as something that has simply "come upon the intelligence" and which the poet in turn merely sets to words or transcribes or translates from the "original" (LE, p. 54). "Tain't what a man sez, but wot he means that the traducer has got to bring over," Pound notes in 1935-as if meaning could be divorced from saying or could exist independent of or prior to its verbal formulation (L, p. 271).60 In practice, of course, Pound's language functions quite differently. His addiction to punning, so evident in his letters and in the late Cantos, provides a particularly obvious instance of the sheer productivity of the signifier in the generation of semantic surplus value-and recent readings of The Cantos have tended to emphasize precisely those gaps and discontinuities in the text which disseminate meanings that often exceed and deconstruct Pound's own explicit intentions, while revealing the extent to which Pound as a subject is produced by the poem's language rather than vice versa.
In theory, however, The Cantos, like Pound's economics, proceed on the assumption that the problem of production has been solved. Noting the uncanny homonymy that rhymes Ezra with Usura, Ezra with usury, Marcelin Pleynet has suggested that Pound's obsession with usury is perhaps best understood as a struggle against a specular Doppelgiinger who, as it were, mirrors and metaphorizes the indeterminacy of his own desire, an indeterminacy that must forever be held in check or "barred" by the name Pound, the authoritative Nom-du-Pere or phallus or "guinea stamp" which inscribes Law and institutes difference.69 In this Lacanian reading, Pound's Cantos emerge as the impossible attempt to "write the suture," to conjoin the Imaginary and Symbolic realms, to speak in the name of the paternal Law while at the same time continually evoking the desire that transgresses or perverts its authority-the Hebraic Ezra or Usura. A similar tension informs the economy of The Cantos, an economy on the one hand that is given over to excess, expenditure, and intertextual dispersion and, on the other, that seeks to contain and chasten this anarchic or nomadic proliferation through an authoritarian and didactic reduction of diversity to a single, universal truth. Pound, Charles Olson wrote, was the "Tragic Double of our day," a "living demonstration 
